Resources for Disaster Preparation and Recovery

Prepare
- Cold Weather Prep Checklist
- Flood Prep Checklist
- Flood Prep Guide
- Hail Prep Guide
- Hurricane Prep Checklist
- Hurricane Prep Guide
- Quick Prep Guide for Your Employees
- Wildfires: Reduce the Risk to your Business

Prevent
- Disaster Recovery Checklist
- Equipment Exposures for Flood
- Water Damage Prevention Guide

Plan
- Business Continuity Planning Guide
- Video: Is your business prepared?

Other Resources
- American Red Cross
- Centers for Disease Control and Prevention (CDC)
- Federal Emergency Management Agency (FEMA)
- Homeland Security
- Ready.gov

Allied Vendor Program
The companies that participate in our Allied Vendor Program can assist you in developing critical programs and procedures that will help create a safer, more secure work environment.
- Agility Recovery Solutions. When disaster hits, Agility Recovery Solutions is there, providing all of the critical elements you need to keep your company in business.
- Strategic BCP®. Strategic BCP’s proprietary, user-friendly software helps business continuity planners calculate risk and map recovery plans based on their company’s most critical business functions.

Find more resources for your business at www.cna.com/prepwise.

We’re standing by. Our claim service professionals are here to support you.
To report a claim, visit www.cna.com/claim or call 877-CNA-ASAP (877-262-2727).